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Abstract The recent introduction of all-electric propulsion on geosynchronous satellites enables
lower-cost access to space by replacing chemical propellant. However, the time period required to initially
raise the satellite to geostationary orbit (GEO) is around 200 days. During this time the satellite can be
exposed to dynamic increases in trapped flux, which are challenging to model. To understand the potential
penalty of this new technique in terms of radiation exposure, the influence of several key parameters on
solar cell degradation during the electric orbit raising period has been investigated. This is achieved by
calculating the accumulation of nonionizing dose through time for a range of approaches. We demonstrate
the changes in degradation caused by launching during a long-lived (hundreds of days) enhancement in
megaelectron volt trapped proton flux for three different electric orbit raising scenarios and three different
thicknesses of coverglass. Results show that launching in an active environment can increase solar cell
degradation due to trapped protons by ∼5% before start of service compared with a quiet environment. The
crucial energy range for such enhancements in proton flux is 3–10 MeV (depending on shielding). Further
changes of a few percent can occur between different trajectories, or when a 50-μm change in coverglass
thickness is applied.
1. Introduction
The proton belt is a region of magnetically trapped protons at energies ranging from sub–megaelectron volt
to hundreds of megaelectron volts. The radial profile of flux is energy dependent, extending from just out-
side Earth up to L ∼ 3.5 at tens of megaelectron volts, with higher energies occupying a narrower range.
Early work following its discovery established radial diffusion as a key mechanism for transporting trapped
particles into the inner magnetosphere (Fälthammar, 1965; Parker, 1960; Tverskoy, 1965); this process redis-
tributes the ≳1-MeV proton belt at L ≳ 1.25. Fluxes at lower L and ≳50-MeV energy are produced by the
cosmic ray albedo neutron decay process (Jentsch, 1981; Selesnick et al., 2014), while the injection of solar
energetic particles (SEPs) provides an external source of≳1-MeV protons at L > 2, with the solar origin con-
firmed by measurements of heavy ions (Mazur et al., 2013). The stable inner belt (L ∼ 1.5) is formed over
timescales of centuries (Selesnick et al., 2007), with observations indicating variability on approximately
decade timescales (Selesnick et al., 2016). In the intermediate region (L ∼ 2), variation in megaelectron volt
flux occurs on approximately year timescales (Albert & Ginet, 1998; Spjeldvik, 2000), while the outer region
(L ≳ 2) can occasionally exhibit rapid variability modulated by geomagnetic disturbances.
Observations since the early space age have recorded transient enhancements in outer zone flux associated
with the spontaneous injection of SEPs, occurring more frequently during periods of maximum sunspot
number (Lorentzen et al., 2002; Sawyer & Vette, 1976; Selesnick et al., 2010). Understanding this dynamic
behavior has become especially important in light of the radiation risks such enhancements pose to orbiting
spacecraft. Detailed equatorial measurements from the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satel-
lite (CRRES) highlighted the risk by showing that long-lived enhancements can form on rapid (minute)
timescales, coinciding with the arrival of a storm sudden commencement. A particularly dramatic example
was observed following the arrival of a large interplanetary shock on 24 March 1991, resulting in a second




• An enhancement in trapped
megaelectron volt proton flux
increases solar cell power
degradation during electric orbit
raising by 2% to 5%
• Raising from a geostationary transfer
orbit with a higher apogee allows less
time to be spent in regions of high
trapped proton flux
• Accounting for trapped electrons
adds up to 10% nonionizing dose
but has a minimal impact on the
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Simulations by Kress et al. (2004) and Kress et al. (2005) have shown how the arrival of a storm sudden
commencement allows SEPs at tens of megaelectron volts to penetrate the inner magnetosphere through
the front-sidemagnetopause. Attenuation of incoming particle trajectories due to the geomagnetic field pre-
vents access to certain altitude-latitude combinations as a function of particle rigidity, an effect known as
geomagnetic cutoff. This effect is temporarily suppressed during disturbed times, allowing SEPs to penetrate
down to L ∼ 3 via low-latitude entry. The subsequent restoration of geomagnetic cutoff (within timescales
comparable to one drift orbit) then prevents particles from leaving. Previous studies attribute further inward
transport during theMarch 1991 event to the coherent acceleration of trapped SEPs by an electric field pulse,
induced by the shock's compression of the magnetosphere (Hudson et al., 1995; Li et al., 1993). Simula-
tions showed that megaelectron volt particles drifting in time with the azimuthal pulse experienced rapid
inward transport by approximately 1–2Re, forming the observed new belt on a timescale ofminutes (Hudson
et al., 1997). Both rapid and diffusive inward transport conserves the first and second adiabatic invariants
while violating the third, leading to betatron acceleration and an increase in pitch angle from the increasing
ratio of perpendicular to parallel energy. Rapid SEP injections may therefore be associated with significant
energization and may not have clear signatures at high latitude.
The formation of trapped enhancements at L > 2 has also been observed over approximately day timescales,
with a suggested mechanism being enhanced radial diffusion caused by a drift-resonant interaction with
magnetosonic ultralow frequency (ULF) waves (Lorentzen et al., 2002; Selesnick et al., 2010). For the elec-
tron belts, this is believed to explain increases in trapped flux correlating to fluctuations in solar wind
dynamic pressure, a source of ULFwave power (see Takahashi &Ukhorskiy, 2007). Kovtyukh (2016) derives
proton diffusion coefficients from observations of flux and energy spectra near 1 MeV during times of
Kp ≤ 2, showing a dependence on drift frequency in the ULF Pc6 range. Li et al. (2016) demonstrate losses
in ∼100-keV protons near geostationary orbit (GEO) coinciding with observed local enhancements in ULF
wave power. However, the diffusion of protons during strong disturbances has yet to be fully explored.
During a geomagnetic storm, buildup of the ring current can cause outwardmotion of drift orbits associated
with conservation of the third invariant, in addition to field line curvature scattering due to breakdown
of adiabatic motion along stretch field lines (Anderson et al., 1997). Engel et al. (2015, 2016) show that
modeling these two effects can account for losses reaching L ∼ 2.5 that were observed during two large
storms. The outer boundary of trapped flux, controlled by these losses, can therefore move to lower L shell
over several hours corresponding to buildup of theDst index. Observations show the time taken for the outer
boundary to recover is hundreds of days due to outward radial diffusion (Selesnick et al., 2010). Some trapped
enhancements, particularly at high L, may therefore be short-lived because of subsequent variability.
The risk posed to spacecraft by enhancements in trapped proton flux is particularly significant in the context
of solar cell degradation. Damage accumulates via collisional atomic displacements, referred to as nonion-
izing dose (Anspaugh, 1996), leading to a drop in performance and potential shortening of mission lifetime.
A relatively new type of mission exposed to this effect is electric orbit raising (EOR), whereby satellites
intended for GEO are raised slowly from their initial transfer orbit using all-electric propulsion. This tech-
nique was first applied to commercial GEO satellites in 2015 (see review by Lev et al., 2019) and enables
lower-cost access to space by replacing chemical propellant and reducing wet mass. However, the raising
process takes∼200 days, in comparison to just a few days for chemical propulsion (Horne&Pitchford, 2015).
During this time, performing multiple passes through the Van Allen belts has been shown to significantly
increase nonionizing radiation dose from trapped protons (Messenger et al., 2014).
Radiation belt models based on previously collected data are used by mission designers to prescribe suit-
able spacecraft shielding. In the case of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration AE-8 and AP-8
models (Vette, 1991), modeled flux is based on mission-averaged conditions with flux variation attributed
to solar cycle; results do not take into account dynamic changes (Evans, 1996). The AE-9 and AP-9 models
(Ginet et al., 2013) have been developed by incorporating more recent observational data and allow the user
to address the problemof variability by selecting a confidence level that the fluxwill not exceed a given value.
For different confidence levels, spatial variations in flux can be estimated based on templates of previously
observed or modeled states of the radiation belts (Ginet et al., 2013).
The Tacsat-4 Solar Cell Experiment, put into highly elliptical orbit (700 × 12,050 km at 63.4◦ inclination),
provided results used to study the predictiveness of variousmodels. Jenkins et al. (2014) compare remaining
solar cell output power (vs. beginning of life) after 2 years in orbit to model predictions, showing mea-
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Figure 1. Proton integral flux on the geographic equator according to CRRESPRO Quiet (left panel) and Active
(right panel). Integral flux is shown for >5 MeV (blue), >10 MeV (yellow), and >20 MeV (red). Vertical dashed lines
represent the peaks of >20-MeV flux, showing two peaks in active conditions but only one peak in quiet conditions.
sured values >10% lower than predicted by AE-8 and AP-8, and ∼20% lower than predicted by AE-9 and
AP-9 Mean. These results demonstrate the potential for radiation belt models to underpredict degradation
when protons are the dominant contributor and have been used to update AP-9 in version 1.20 (Johnston
et al., 2015).
In this work, we address the risk to EOR missions posed by dynamic enhancements in proton flux. These
enhancements, associated with SEP trapping, can last for months before protons are released by a storm,
and the effects are difficult to capture using design models. We achieve this aim by calculating nonioniz-
ing dose and associated solar cell degradation through time along three previously used EOR trajectories.
Calculations are repeated for a quiet and active proton environment based on theMarch 1991 event to inves-
tigate the impact of a worst-case enhancement. The thickness of coverglass applied on top of the solar cell
is also varied to investigate the impact of shielding. The impact of variations in environment, trajectory, and
shielding on the dose accrued during EOR is discussed in light of these results. Finally, several key conclu-
sions are drawn, summarizing the impact of proton belt enhancements in different circumstances of EOR
and demonstrating ways it may be possible to mitigate degradation during future missions.
2. Modeling an Enhanced Environment
The 24 March 1991 storm observed by CRRES is one of the largest SEP trapping events for which equa-
torial observations of protons are available. CRRES's onboard Proton Telescope and High-Energy Electron
Fluxmeter measured 1- to 100-MeV protons and 1- to 10-MeV electrons throughout its elliptical orbit
(350 × 33,000 km) at 18◦ inclination. Proton Telescope data have previously been used to construct the
time-averaged CRRESPRO proton belt model (Gussenhoven et al., 1993; Meffert & Gussenhoven, 1994),
which includes Quiet and Active versions corresponding to conditions averaged over ∼200 days before and
after the March 1991 storm. The difference between Quiet and Active versions therefore gives an example
of the variation in trapped proton flux associated with a large enhancement.
In order to assess the impacts of an enhanced proton belt on solar array degradation, we have used these two
models to compare degradation in a quiet environment (specified by CRRESPRO Quiet) with degradation
in an active environment (specified by CRRESPROActive). The choice of CRRESPROwas motivated by the
goal of highlighting potential variability in solar cell degradation during EOR between two observed envi-
ronments, rather than to provide the most realistic estimate of degradation possible in one case or another.
Both environments are shown in Figure 1 in terms of integral flux. Above 20 MeV (red curve in Figure 1),
the active state exhibits a second peak at 2.2 Re due to newly trapped SEPs. At lower energies above 5 MeV
(blue curve), high integral flux (≳ 105 cm−2 · s−1) persists until L ∼ 2.5 in both quiet and active states.
Trapped electrons also contribute toward solar cell damage (Hands et al., 2018). However, the electronmodel
(CRRESELE; see Brautigam&Bell, 1995) corresponding to CRRESPROdoes not include electrons at L < 2.5
due to potential contamination of the data. This excludes a potentially important region for EOR; there-
fore, we do not use CRRESELE to measure the electron contribution. In the interest of understanding the
final electron contribution to nonionizing dose, we later compare proton and electron damage when proton
and electron environments are specified at an equivalent level of activity, using the AP-8/AE-8 MAX and
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Table 1
Summary of Electric Orbit Raising Trajectories Used
Launch date EOR duration
Satellite (DD/MM/YYYY) Launch site Designation (days)
SES-15 18/05/2017 Guiana Space EOR-1 185
Centre (5.2◦N)
ABS-2A 14/06/2016 Kennedy Space EOR-2 200
Center (28.6◦N)
SES-14 25/01/2018 Guiana Space EOR-3 188
Centre (5.2◦N)
Note. EOR = electric orbit raising.
AP-9/AE-9 statistical model pairs. This gives a sense of the extra contribution to nonionizing dose missing
from the calculations that include only CRRESPRO.
3. Satellite Trajectories
The calculation of optimal trajectories for EOR/low-thrust transfers has been a topic of active research since
the mid-1970s (Messenger et al., 2014). A particularly significant challenge for the optimization process
is taking into account diminishing thrust due to power loss (addressed recently by Kluever & Messenger,
2019). To illustrate the range of approaches used so far, we consider three trajectories based on previous EOR
missions to GEO. The missions represented are as follows: SES-15, launched on 18 May 2017 from Guiana
Space Centre (5.2◦N); ABS-2A, launched on 14 June 2016 fromKennedy Space Centre (28.6◦N); and SES-14,
launched on 25 January 2018 from Guiana Space Centre. These scenarios are hereby referred to as EOR-1,
EOR-2, and EOR-3, respectively, and summarized in Table 1. A measure of the EOR duration (in terms of
trajectory) has been specified for each mission in Table 1 (column 5), corresponding to the day on which
each satellite's longitude stopped increasing, and the satellite became parked at GEO altitude.
Each trajectory has been extrapolated from two-line element (TLE) orbit data. The PyEphem library
(Rhodes, 2011) was used to convert TLE data to position at a given time, using the most recently available
TLE. The spacecraft positionwas extracted at regular intervals for 200 days, starting from the time of the first
TLE available after launch. This encompassed the EOR period for all three trajectories. The time step used
to sample position throughout the 200 days was chosen based on the satellite's instantaneous speed at each
previous position, such that the spacecraft traversed ∼600 km or less between samples. As the spacecraft's
velocity was higher at perigee than at apogee, this methodwas used to ensure a consistent spatial resolution.
The trajectories produced as a result of the above process are shown in Figure 2 on theX-Y geographic equa-
torial plane. The locations of the two peaks in >20-MeV proton integral flux from the active environment
model (shown in Figure 1) are indicated by two solid black concentric circles to show the location of the
proton belt. A key characteristic of each orbit shown by Figure 2 is the initial apogee of the satellite as it
enters a geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) after launch. The EOR-2 scenario (second panel) has an apogee
that extends well past GEO altitude, whereas the apogee of EOR-1 (first panel) remains well within. From
higher apogee, it is theoretically possible to raise perigee by a higher amount for a maneuver exerting the
same impulse, potentially enabling a faster rate of raising.
4. Calculating Nonionizing Dose and Degradation
To calculate proton nonionizing dose, the total fluence was first calculated along each trajectory with the
CRRESPROQuiet orActivemodel using the European SpaceAgency's Spenvis interface (Heynderickx et al.,
2005). Nonionizing dose was then calculated in terms of the displacement damage dose, Dd, using the
MC-SCREAM tool (Messenger et al., 2010). This parameter is derived according to themethod developed by
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (Messenger et al., 2001). The effect of shielding was taken into account
by the integrated MULASSIS transport code (Lei et al., 2002).
To calculate total dose as a function of time in Spenvis, the total fluence spectrumwas recalculated for every
day of EOR by repeatedly uploading larger and larger fractions of the 200-day trajectory. The calculation of
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Figure 2. Trajectories of EOR-1 (SES-15), EOR-2 (ABS-2A), and EOR-3 (SES-14) over the first 200 mission days. The
color coding indicates the number of days after launch. Peaks in >20-MeV integral flux during the active environment,
shown in Figure 1, are indicated by black concentric rings for reference. GEO orbit is indicated by a yellow dashed line.
EOR = electric orbit raising; GEO = geostationary orbit.
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Figure 3. Displacement damage dose, Dd, (a, b) and remaining power, P/P0, (c, d) for three EOR trajectories for quiet
(a, c) and active (b, d) conditions. Coverglass thickness is kept constant at 150 μm. EOR = electric orbit raising.
Dd was repeated for each daily total fluence spectrum using MC-SCREAM. We found this method resulted
in lower error compared to summing Dd values obtained for incremental fluence spectrums.
For each trajectory and both environments, the calculation of dose through time was repeated for three
thicknesses of solar cell coverglass: 100, 150, and 200 μm. This range includes levels of shielding previously
used on satellites in highly exposed orbits such as Tacsat-4 (150 μm), as well as for solar panels qualified for
GEO (typically 150 μm or less: Messenger et al., 2006; Spectrolab, 2010). Material density was kept constant
with a typical value of 2.6 g/cm3 (Qioptiq Space Technology, 2015). Calculations assumed that the back side
of the solar cell was perfectly shielded. This may imply a small underestimate in dose depending on panel
structure, which we estimate to be less than 5% at 200 days for any EOR scenario.
Each value of Dd was converted to the ratio of remaining solar cell output power relative to beginning of
life: P/P0. This indicates the level of corresponding solar cell degradation and is a key indicator of remaining
lifetime. Conversion fromDd to P/P0, for all calculations herein, was based on the characteristics of an Azur








where C andDx are experimentally determined fitting parameters. These are built into Spenvis for the 3G30
cell (0.306 and 3.63 × 109, respectively, for proton-equivalent Dd).
To investigate the balance between solar cell damage caused by protons and electrons at the end of EOR, the
displacement damage dose from each species was calculated at day 200 for EOR-1, EOR-2, and EOR-3. A
similar process was followed for each trajectory and coverglass thickness, but instead using the AP-8/AE-8
MAX and AP-9/AE-9 models to specify the same level of activity in proton and electron environments.
AP-9/AE-9 models were run in percentile mode using the 95% setting. The effects of local time variation
have not been included, having been found to cause a negligible difference for the orbits used.
5. Results
Figure 3 shows the displacement damage dose (Dd, panels a and b) and degradation in remaining power
output (P/P0, panels c and d) as a function of time for all three EOR trajectories, for both quiet (a and c) and
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Figure 4. Solar cell degradation for all three EOR trajectories, calculated for different coverglass thicknesses in the
active, poststorm environment. EOR = electric orbit raising.
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Table 2
EOR Nonionizing Dose After 200 Days With AE-8/AP-8 MAX
Shielding Proton Dd Electron Dd Electron P/P0 (excl. →
Orbit (μm) (MeV/g) (MeV/g) Dd contrib. inc. electrons)
100 1.05 ± 0.04 × 1010 1.63 ± 0.08 × 108 1.5% 81.9→ 81.8%
EOR-1 150 4.59 ± 0.21 × 109 1.36 ± 0.04 × 108 2.9% 89.1→ 88.9%
200 2.79 ± 0.18 × 109 1.28 ± 0.04 × 108 4.4% 92.4→ 92.2%
100 4.55 ± 0.34 × 109 7.93 ± 0.18 × 107 1.7% 89.2→ 89.1%
EOR-2 150 1.67 ± 0.12 × 109 7.24 ± 0.35 × 107 4.2% 95.0→ 94.8%
200 8.32 ± 0.49 × 108 6.05 ± 0.15 × 107 6.8% 97.3→ 97.1%
100 4.98 ± 0.26 × 109 8.66 ± 0.26 × 107 1.7% 88.5→ 88.4%
EOR-3 150 1.91 ± 0.19 × 109 7.91 ± 0.25 × 107 4.0% 94.4→ 94.2%
200 9.68 ± 0.47 × 108 7.67 ± 0.36 × 107 7.3% 96.9→ 96.6%
Note. Errors shown relate to the calculations performed using the MC-SCREAM tool. EOR = electric orbit
raising.
active (b and d) environments using 150-μm coverglass thickness. Only the first 100 days are shown, after
which there was no significant increase in degradation until the end of EOR. This is primarily because the
perigee of all three satellites had increased to a region of lower proton flux beyond 3 Re. Figure 1 shows that
an altitude of 3 Re corresponds to a drop by over 2 orders of magnitude in >5-MeV integral flux compared
to any value between 1.5 and 2 Re, for both quiet and active environments.
For the quiet environment, Figure 3a shows that for EOR-2 (red curve) only minimal dose was accrued
before day 30, after which dose rose steadily until around day 80. Figure 3c shows this resulted in a∼1% drop
in P/P0 after 100 days. In contrast, for EOR-1 (blue curve), the dose accumulated for the most part between
days 1–60, leading to a final power loss of ∼3%.
For the active environment, Figure 3b shows the dose-time curves have a very similar shape to those for
the quiet environment (panel a); dose increased primarily between days 30–80 for EOR-2 and days 1–60 for
EOR-1/EOR-3. However, Figure 3d shows that the largest power drop in the active environment, occurring
for EOR-1 (blue curve), was about 8%. This is somewhat larger than the 3%drop in power for quiet conditions
(Figure 3c, blue curve). Both EOR-2 (red curve) and EOR-3 (amber curve) also show a larger drop in power
during active conditions (3% and 4%, respectively, up from∼1%). Therefore the active environment resulted
in 2% to 5% more degradation than the quiet environment.
To demonstrate the importance of solar cell coverglass shielding, the analysis of solar cell degradation in
the active environment was repeated for three different thicknesses. Figure 4 shows P/P0 for all three EOR
trajectories in an active environment, for coverglass thicknesses of 100, 150, and 200 μm. The results show
that for EOR-1, as the coverglass thickness is increased from 100 μm to 150 μm to 200 μm, the amount of
degradation is reduced, and the remaining power increases from 85% to 92% to 95%. A similar trend is shown
for EOR-2 (94% to 97% to 98%) and EOR-3 (92% to 96% to 98%), although the effect is more pronounced for
the EOR-1 trajectory with a higher exposure to nonionizing dose.
Figure 4 shows that when only 100-μm-thick coverglass is used, up to 15% degradation in power output
can occur due to nonionizing dose from energetic protons during the first 100 days of electric orbit raising.
However, the above results do not include the added contribution toward nonionizing dose from ener-
getic electrons, or other effects such as coverglass darkening, and therefore are a lower limit on the power
reduction.
To understand the extra impact from trapped electrons, the nonionizing dose caused by the presence of both
species was calculated for the EOR-1, EOR-2, and EOR-3 scenarios using environments specified by the
AE-8/AP-8 MAX models and again using the AE-9/AP-9 models at 95% percentile setting. Table 2 shows
the nonionizing dose caused by protons and electrons separately after 200 days according to the AE-8/AP-8
MAX model. Table 3 shows the AE-9/AP-9 95% equivalent. The Dd caused by electrons is shown in terms
of proton-equivalent dose so that it can be directly compared. In the fifth column of Tables 2 and 3, the
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Table 3
EOR Nonionizing Dose After 200 Days With AE-9/AP-9 95%
Shielding Proton Dd Electron Dd Electron P/P0 (excl. →
Orbit (μm) (MeV/g) (MeV/g) Dd contrib. inc. electrons)
100 1.32 ± 0.04 × 1010 4.30 ± 0.34 × 108 3.2% 79.6→ 79.3%
EOR-1 150 5.38 ± 0.30 × 109 3.32 ± 0.14 × 108 5.8% 87.9→ 87.4%
200 2.54 ± 0.12 × 109 3.02 ± 0.12 × 108 10.6% 93.0→ 92.3%
100 5.65 ± 0.27 × 109 2.08 ± 0.10 × 108 3.6% 87.5→ 87.2%
EOR-2 150 1.69 ± 0.08 × 109 2.06 ± 0.14 × 108 10.9% 94.9→ 94.4%
200 1.10 ± 0.11 × 109 1.66 ± 0.09 × 108 13.1% 96.5→ 96.0%
100 1.05 ± 0.07 × 1010 2.42 ± 0.12 × 108 2.3% 81.9→ 81.7%
EOR-3 150 3.07 ± 0.14 × 109 2.31 ± 0.19 × 108 7.0% 91.9→ 91.4%
200 1.26 ± 0.10 × 109 1.81 ± 0.06 × 108 12.6% 96.0→ 95.6%
Note. Errors shown relate to the calculations performed using the MC-SCREAM tool. EOR = electric orbit
raising.
proportion of nonionizing dose attributed to electrons is shown as a percentage. The sixth column of Tables 2
and 3 shows P/P0 before and after taking the electron contribution into account.
Table 2 shows that according to AE-8/AP-8 MAX, electrons make up 1.5% to 7.3% of the total nonionizing
dose depending on coverglass and trajectory. Table 3 shows that according to AE-9/AP-9 95%, the contri-
bution is slightly higher, from 2.3% to 13.1%. Although electrons may therefore cause up to ∼10% of the
total displacement damage dose during EOR, the sixth column in Tables 2 and 3 show that the additional
contribution causes a very small decrease in remaining power (less than 1%). This is because P/P0 falls off
logarithmically with dose according to equation (1). Therefore, when the dose from protons is already high,
extra exposure to electrons over the EOR duration causes a minor change.
Tables 2 and 3 also show that the relative contributions from protons and electrons to total dose during EOR
depends on coverglass thickness, with the electron contribution (fifth column) becomingmore significant as
coverglass thickness increases. This is because nonionizing dose from protons decreases by 75% or more in
each scenario when coverglass is increased from 100 to 200 μm (third column of Tables 2 and 3). In contrast,
the decrease in nonionizing dose from electrons is about 30% at most (fourth column of Tables 2 and 3). A
reason for this result is that increasing coverglass, in general, absorbs more of the low-energy portion of the
incident spectrum. For electrons, unlike protons, it is the high-energy particles that do more damage per
collision, and these fluxes are less affected (Messenger et al., 2001).
6. Discussion
6.1. The Influence of Orbit
The dose-time curves in Figures 3a and 3b show that after just 20 days, the solar arrays onEOR-1 had accrued
a similar level of nonionizing dose to those on EOR-2 and EOR-3 after 100 days. It is important to understand
why this occurred in order to be able to avoid such damage when possible. To investigate, we plot the total
time spent in each 130-km-wide bin from R = 1 to 3RE, where R is the distance from the center of Earth
to satellite. This bin sizing was found to be the most effective at highlighting certain features of each orbit






where Renter and Rleave are the distances at which the trajectory enters, leaves bin b, respectively. We sum
each contribution given by equation (2) over every pass through the bin to find the total time spent by the
satellite within 65 km of the bin center. Figure 5 shows the total time spent in each bin after the first 10, 20,
40, and 60 days (panels a to d) of EOR for each scenario (left ordinate). The >5-MeV integral flux given by
the CRRESPRO quiet model is also shown for the same range of R (right ordinate).
Several peaks are apparent for each trajectory in Figure 5. These peaks occur due to the shape of the orbit:
at perigee, dR/dt is small despite the satellite having higher overall speed, and fewer radial bins are crossed.
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Figure 5. Total time spent in each 130-km-wide radius bin between RE = 1
to 3 for each orbit, after (a) 10 days; (b) 20 days; (c) 40 days, and (d) 60 days.
Colored arrows highlight the location of orbit perigee at each of these times
for each satellite. The >5-MeV integral flux according to the quiet time
CRRESPRO model is also included (right-hand scale). EOR = electric orbit
raising.
Therefore, more time is accumulated in R bins near to orbit perigee. Con-
versely, away from perigee, the satellite passes quickly across different
radii while changing altitude, spending less time in each bin. The peaks
in Figure 5 therefore indicate the location of orbit perigee.
As orbit raising progresses for each satellite, the altitude of perigee is
slowly increased bymaneuvers. This is shown by the continuous addition
of peaks in Figure 5 as the mission progresses from 10 to 60 days (panels
a through d). The perigee at later times in each panel, indicated by the
rightmost peak, is indicated by an arrow for each satellite.
Figure 5a shows that after only 10 days, the perigee of EOR-1 (blue curve)
is raised up to R ∼ 1.3RE, marked by the blue arrow. As this is a region
of high >5-MeV flux (dotted black line), EOR-1 begins accruing a large
dose almost immediately. In contrast, the perigee of both EOR-2 (red
curve) and EOR-3 (amber curve) remained low within this time period,
indicated by the red and amber arrows.
Figure 5b shows that even after 20 days in orbit, the perigee of EOR-2
(red arrow) did not increase. This postlaunch period of a few weeks was
instead used to reduce inclination, bringing the spacecraft into the equa-
torial plane. Therefore, EOR-2 stayed in its initial high-apogee GTO orbit,
accruing very little dose because its perigee was beneath the region of
high flux. Following this, EOR-2 began raising through the proton belt at
a similar rate to EOR-3, indicated by the progression of the red arrow from
day 20 to day 60 (panels b to d). This is faster than the rate at which EOR-1
perigee was raised, with EOR-3 perigee overtaking EOR-1 perigee by day
60 (panel d). Figure 5 thus shows that after 60 days, EOR-1 (blue curve)
has spent more time within the region of high (≳104 cm−2·s−1) >5-MeV
flux, leading to a higher fluence and associated drop in P/P0. This is
because it was placed into the high flux region early, then raised slowly.
In contrast, EOR-2 (red curve) and EOR-3 (amber curve) were able to tra-
verse the region of high >5-MeV trapped flux quickly. This demonstrates
the utility of using an initial GTO with a high apogee that, in general,
would allow faster raising of perigee. The small amount of dose EOR-2
accumulates within the first 20 days also shows the advantage of hav-
ing a perigee beneath the proton belt when in GTO. This highlights the
importance ofmodeling the location of innermost trapped flux accurately,
shown by the steep gradient in the dotted line on the left of Figure 5, in
order to understand exposure at low perigee.
6.2. Dependence of Dose on Shielding and Energy
For protons impacting solar cells without shielding, the highest damage
per collision is caused by sub–megaelectron volt particles. This energy
dependence is described both by experimentally determined relative
damage coefficients and by calculated nonionizing energy loss coeffi-
cients (Messenger et al., 2001). Figure 4 shows that when coverglass
thickness is increased, power loss is reduced. This demonstrates a change
to the spectrum of particles after they have traversed the coverglass, caused by their initial energy being
reduced. The three EOR scenarios together with the proton environment observed by CRRES provide an
opportunity to test the dependence of nonionizing dose on the energy of incident flux before it impacts
shielding.
To investigate, we calculated the average differential flux spectrum for EOR-2 after the first 100 days of EOR
in the active environment. The spectrum was then modified by setting the flux to 0 above a “cutoff energy”
and usingMC-SCREAM to compute total dosage. Figure 6 shows that when the spectrumwas set to 0 above
3 MeV for 100-μm coverglass, the dose was 0 (red curve). However, when the cutoff was increased to 7 MeV,
the dose was the same as for the unmodified spectrum. Thus, for 100 μm, the important energy range is 3 to
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Figure 6. Ratio of total dosage calculated using a 100-day average
differential flux spectrum for EOR-2, cut off after a certain energy, to the
same calculation using the complete spectrum. The colored borders
indicate error in the MULASSIS transport code calculation but do not take
into account other limitations such as radiation belt model error or
interpolation in energy. EOR = electric orbit raising.
7 MeV. As the coverglass thickness was increased, the important energy
rangewas shifted up to between 3 and 10MeV for 150 μmand 5 to 10MeV
for 200 μm. Therefore, for the range of shielding considered, only protons
between 3 and 10 MeV make a significant contribution toward nonion-
izing dose. The dose imparted to shielded devices by different energies
in an incident proton spectrum is addressed by Messenger et al. (1997),
using a simulated solar proton event, and by Summers et al. (1997), for
simulated inclined circular orbits. Results from these analyses show sim-
ilar features, whereby a large fraction of total nonionizing dose can be
attributed to a small energy range around 1 to 10 MeV.
A comparison between dose-time curves in the quiet and active environ-
ments (Figures 3a and 3b) shows a similar time period over which dose
increases. Given that only 3- to 10-MeV flux contributes significantly,
the reason for this similarity is explained by comparing quiet and active
conditions at this energy. Figure 1 shows that high values of >5-MeV
integral flux (≳ 105 cm−2·s−1) persist until R ∼ 2.5Re in both quiet and
active times. Therefore, fluxes near 3–10 MeV do not show a significant
change in radial extent between active and quiet conditions, and degra-
dation continues for roughly the same amount of time until the satellite
reaches higher altitude. The addition of a >20-MeV flux peak within the
slot region does not cause prolonged degradation in active times because
the contribution from high energy toward nonionizing dose is low.
Figure 4 shows how power loss through time can be reduced with the application of thicker coverglass. An
interesting result of increasing coverglass thickness is the shortening of the time window over which power
loss occurs. For example, EOR-2 (panel b) stops accumulating dose after∼70 days for 200 μmcomparedwith
∼90 days for 100 μm, with a subtle but similar effect seen for EOR-1 and EOR-3. As the coverglass thickness
is increased, the damaging part of the spectrum is shifted to higher energies within the 3- to 10-MeV range
(Figure 6), but as Figure 1 shows, higher-energy fluxes tend to fall off more rapidly with radial distance. This
reduces the time window during which the solar panel is subject to significant nonionizing dose.
The significance of 3- to 10-MeV environmental fluxes also highlights the importance of understanding the
physical processes behind enhancements in this energy range. The radial transport of trapped particles to
low L (in both a diffusive and shock-inducedmanner) is associated with significant energization. Therefore,
SEPs contributing to the formation of ≲10-MeV enhancements may enter the magnetosphere at consid-
erably lower energy. Particle tracing simulations by Richard et al. (2002) show that entry of SEPs to the
magnetosphere near 1MeV can be via the cusp or flank regions and is strongly influenced by interplanetary
magnetic field orientation, whereas direct entry and trapping through the front-side magnetopause gener-
ally applies to SEPs at ≳10 MeV. The various types of entry may therefore complicate modeling of source
populations.
Although thicker coverglass is useful to reduce nonionizing dose, this is one area where various engineering
and cost requirementsmay take priority. For example, theremay also be a knock-on effect due to the increase
in mass of thicker coverglass, such as the need to upgrade solar array drive mechanisms and structure. In
this vein, it is useful to consider that increasing coverglass thickness tends to follow a law of diminishing
returns, in terms of reducing total solar panel degradation during EOR, as demonstrated in Figure 4 for all
three missions.
7. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we present an analysis of nonionizing dose from trapped protons accrued over 200 days during
the course of EOR. Results show the variability caused by realistic changes to environment, trajectory, and
coverglass thickness. Several key conclusions can be drawn from this work.
1. For a typical coverglass thickness of 150 μm, launching in an active environment can increase solar cell
degradation due to trapped protons by 2% to 5% before start of service compared to a quiet environment
depending on trajectory. These values are in terms of remaining power, normalized to beginning of life.
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2. The crucial energy range for enhancements in proton flux is 3–10 MeV for solar cells with a level of
shielding between 100 and 200 μm.
3. For a coverglass thickness of 150 μm, solar cell degradation in an active environment can vary by ∼5% for
different EOR scenarios. In the EOR-1 scenario, solar cell degradation in an active environment can vary
by ∼10% based on the choice of coverglass thickness between 100 and 200 μm. For EOR-2, this variation
is around 5%.
4. In the worst case tested (active environment, 100-μm coverglass, EOR-1), degradation of up to 15% is
possible within the EOR period, before taking into account other effects such as electron dose.
5. In addition to the degradation caused by trapped proton flux, evaluations of nonionizing dose at the end
of the EOR period indicate an extra contribution from trapped electrons. This contribution is on the order
of ∼10% or less in terms of the displacement damage dose. However, due to the dose already being high
and because power decreases logarithmically with dose, adding this contribution has only a minor effect
(less than 1%) on the remaining power predicted at the end of the raising period. This also casts estimates
of further solar cell degradation due to trapped electrons at GEO in a new light, since operators will need
to recalibrate P/P0 estimates based on dose accrued during EOR.
6. A higher initial orbit apogee generally implies that perigee can be raised faster during EOR, allowing the
satellite to skip through the belt in fewer passes while also implying a higher velocity at perigee. These
two factors mean less time is spent within the proton belt during raising from a high-apogee GTO. It is
therefore recommended that EOR missions begin this way, such as in the case of EOR-2 (and EOR-3 to a
lesser extent).
Several effects not taken into account in this analysis may reduce the transmission efficiency of solar cell
coverglass, causing a further drop in performance. This can occur due to coverglass darkening from radi-
ation damage, as well as the deposition of ions ejected from electric thrusters (Horne & Pitchford, 2015).
Arc-induced contamination may also contribute toward solar cell power degradation throughout low Earth
orbit, medium Earth orbit, and GEO environments depending on the grounding of conducting surfaces
(Ferguson et al., 2016).
The importance of considering dynamic enhancements in trapped protons suggests a role for physics-based
modeling to help assess radiation damage and address the increasing utilization of low and medium Earth
orbits. However, more real-time information is required on the transient nature of the proton belt's outer
region to understand these processes. In particular, the demonstrated importance of enhancements near
3–10 MeV near the equator at low L, which may not show signatures at high latitude due to transport
energization, highlights the need for improved observational capability.
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